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The necessity to redefine the importance of the UPR 
mechanism 

The UPR mechanism is one of the most valuable and lasting tools the international 
community has designed for the promotion and protection of human rights. The universality 
of this mechanism all governments in turn are both observers and are observed, and also the 
effectiveness power of all the actors - governmental and nongovernmental - in the 
improvement of human rights around the world are increased, are some of the positive 
aspects of the UPR mechanism. 

It was hoped that this process would gently replace confrontational procedures such as the 
old releasing resolutions and "naming and shaming" mechanism. It was hoped that the 
international community's look at the human rights situation of a country would be in the 
form of a full package, that every four and half years would be given to the country and 
they get asked to remove their human rights problems in between two rounds by the use of 
the recommendations provided. The United Nations and the rest of the States were 
supposed to assist the State under review with a cooperative and conciliatory approach. 
And help reach human rights high values. 

Nevertheless unfortunately not only the universality of UPR has lost its functionality over a 
period of time, but the strengthening of procedures based on resolutions and increasing 
pressures from other Council monitoring mechanisms, has also added to further undermine 
the effects of the UPR. Another new development is that over the last two years the volume 
of the open letters written by special rapporteurs, individual or collective, to put media 
pressure on some countries have increased. Letters that are influenced by weak and strong 
media contents increase or decrease. In fact it seems that in most cases, instead of the 
rapporteurs making the flows and take the media with them they are thrown around side to 
side by the media waves. 

The ODVV believes the worth and value of the UN and this Council's human rights 
monitoring mechanism must be preserved, and must do their utmost to move in the 
framework of the same package approved by the Council, i.e. the UPR mechanism. This 
way, over time, we shall witness the return of the real worth of the UPR.    

    


